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Introduction: The FDA issued a Drug Safety Communication in 2016 warning that “repeated or 

lengthy use of general anesthetic and sedation drugs during surgeries or procedures in children 

younger than 3 years…may affect the development of children’s brains” (1). Minimizing 

sedation/general anesthesia (S/GA) exposure in young children to only procedures which are 

absolutely indicated is appropriate practice. Brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans 

ordered for the evaluation of developmental delay but without identified patient neurological 

exam abnormalities nor dysmorphic physical features are frequently read as normal with 

unknown clinical utility. We aim to determine the incidence of brain MRI abnormalities that lead 

to an etiological explanation of autism spectrum disorder (ASD), developmental delay (DD), or 

new onset seizure (NOS).  

Methods: After Institutional Review Board approval and waiver of parent consent, a 
retrospective chart review of eligible children under 3 years of age receiving brain MRI with 
S/GA for a clinical indication of ASD, DD, NOS (or combination) between December 2015 and 
December 2016 was conducted. Demographic and clinical information were collected. All 
radiology reports were reviewed independently by 3 neurologists to determine “etiologic yield,” 
whether the radiologic findings were believed to explain the clinical indication.  

Results: 807 S/GAs for brain MRI were performed during the study period. Data for 167 
patients who had 203 indications of interest has been obtained to date. Overall, MRI scan 
results provided an etiology for 34 indications (34/203 = 17%, Table 1).   

Discussion: In a limited, partial cohort, the overall etiologic yield of MRI scans for indications of 
ASD, DD, NOS, or combination is 17%. Of note, only patients with DD, NOS, or DD & NOS 
received an etiology from the scan; no patients with ASD as an MRI indication did. A review of 
the complete data set is ongoing. Ultimately, we hope to build a multivariate risk model 
combining MRI indication and patient factors to guide providers in balancing risk and benefit 
while ordering brain MRIs with S/GA for these clinical indications in children under 3 years of 
age. 
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